This thesis discusses technical terms translation in the video of "beginning tennis". The objective of this study is to describe the translation strategies in translating those technical terms. This research used qualitative analysis. The data of this research were taken from "beginning tennis" video, and it is analyzed by using five steps: analyzing every utterance and its translation in the form of subtitles, finding the technical terms after analyzing the utterances and its translation, classifying the technical terms in form of table to make it easier to be described, describing the strategies used by the translator in translating the technical terms from the source language into the target language, and drawing conclusion.

This thesis only focuses on the strategies used by the translator in translating the technical terms. Furthermore, it can be seen in the data that the translator used translation using a loan word at (88,29%), translation by omission at (9,46%), and translation by illustration at (2,25%). The dominant strategy used by the translator is translation by using loan word, because it is easier for the translator to borrow or rewrite the word rather than finding the equivalence in the target language. This strategy is tolerable since the message is well delivered in the target language.
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ABSTRACT

This thesis discusses technical terms translation in the video of "beginning tennis". The objective of this study is to describe the translation strategies in translating those technical terms. This research used qualitative analysis. The data of this research were taken from "beginning tennis" video, and it is analyzed by using five steps: analyzing every utterance and its translation in the form of subtitles, finding the technical terms after analyzing the utterances and its translation, classifying the technical terms in form of table to make it easier to be described, describing the strategies used by the translator in translating the technical terms from the source language into the target language, and drawing conclusion. This thesis only focuses on the strategies used by the translator in translating the technical terms. Furthermore, it can be seen in the data that the translator used translation using a loan word at (88.29%), translation by omission at (9.46%), and translation by illustration at (2.25%). The dominant strategy used by the translator is translation by using loan word, because it is easier for the translator to borrow or rewrite the word rather than finding the equivalence in the target language. This strategy is tolerable since the message is well delivered in the target language.
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